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Reviewer's report:

A welcome contribution to continuity of care for the frail aged,

The following changes are suggested

- Abstract results, suggest replace the word 'dare to take' with 'consider taking'. Revisit sentence structure and grammar Sentence 1 of Conclusion.
- Background, need a reference for statement line 10 p 2 ending in 'this vulnerable group.'
- Line 57 p2 replace usually been the responsibility, with 'has historically been the responsibility'......
- Line 4 p3, what are ECTs? Explain the next two lines more clearly also.
- Line 61 p3 ......'needs for nursing care'

Results- Role of ANP to satisfy the frail elderly needs, across the two quotes are 4 important points which need highlighting, quality, safety, care continuity and person centredness.

line 44p 6 is ordinating coordinating or ordering?

Discussion- discussion on doctors and managers' views is based on very little data, 3 quotes from 4 doctors, and 4 quotes from 6 managers, more evidence is needed to support the arguments.

Paragraphs 1 and 2 on page 11 should be revised for flow, sentence structure and readability.

Limitations, write in the past tense, remove discussion on transferability for this method
Are the methods appropriate and well described?
If not, please specify what is required in your comments to the authors.

Yes

Does the work include the necessary controls?
If not, please specify which controls are required in your comments to the authors.

Yes

Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the data shown?
If not, please explain in your comments to the authors.

No

Are you able to assess any statistics in the manuscript or would you recommend an additional statistical review?
If an additional statistical review is recommended, please specify what aspects require further assessment in your comments to the editors.

I am able to assess the statistics

Quality of written English
Please indicate the quality of language in the manuscript:
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